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Written Answers

a. If you are nominating a brand-new product, state the date on which it was released. If you are nominating a new version of an

existing product, state the date on which the update was released. If you are nominating an implementation, state the date on

which the implementation was completed. Required

A new version of the Ultra-Staff EDGE Scheduling Module was released on February 15th, 2021. 

About the Ultra-Staff EDGE Scheduling Module: 

The Ultra-Staff EDGE Scheduling Module is a web-based SaaS solution designed exclusively for medical staffing companies to help staff medical professionals quickly and
efficiently. The facilities they staff at include hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, and more. Not only do medical staffing companies benefit from the robust features and user-friendly
interface when scheduling employees, but facilities and medical professionals also receive significant value from their scheduling experience. Annually, millions of medical
professionals are staffed using the application.  

Through the Ultra-Staff EDGE Scheduling Module, medical staffing companies are given access to an extensive candidate database they can use to search for medical
professionals based on shift availability, skills, credentials, location, and more. The powerful system even performs credential checks when staffing shifts in order to avoid placing
candidates that have expiring credentials and to prevent double booking. Once shifts are scheduled, staffing companies can email these out to both the facility and medical
professionals. In addition to the powerful search and scheduling capabilities, staffing companies are able to manage shifts and keep track of pertinent information. All open, filled,
pending, and ended shifts can be viewed on a color-coded calendar interface. 

The Ultra-Staff EDGE Scheduling Module is unique because it’s part of a larger-scale enterprise SaaS staffing and recruiting software solution that includes powerful features for
recruiting and sales. Medical staffing companies are not only able to use it as a scheduling tool, but they also have access to applicant tracking and customer relationship
management tools.

b. Describe the features, functions, and benefits of the nominated product, service, or implementation (up to 350 words). Required

In February of 2021, a new version of the Ultra-Staff EDGE Scheduling Module was released that included a Pay Package Calculator. The Pay Package Calculator helps medical
staffing companies schedule travel nurse packages and long-term assignments that involve sign-on bonuses, per-diem, and other travel perks that require gross margin to be
assessed. Without the Pay Package Calculator, this information is very difficult to calculate manually.  

The Pay Package Calculator provides the medical staffing company a detailed calculation and analysis of Pay/Bill Hours, Pay/Bill Rates, Overtime Calculations, Bonuses, Holidays,
etc., that are offered to a candidate as a part of a job. Once the basic information is entered on a Pay Package, it provides the staffing company with an Expected Gross Margin
Percentage and Mark Up.  

The calculator also allows staffing companies to estimate different pay packages in order to calculate the optimal gross margin and mark up. Once the pay package is complete with
the benefits and compensations, it can be emailed directly to the medical professional from the software for them to accept or decline the package.  

The Pay Package Calculator has been a game-changer for medical staffing companies because it saves manual work and helps facilities staff quicker. This tool was especially
important during the pandemic when nurses and doctors had to be staffed as quickly as possible.  

In addition to the Pay Package Calculator, advanced search and communication tools were added. Medical staffing companies can search for professionals via a nickname, area
code, and check a box to exclude searching for professionals that have already been assigned. From the search results, staffing companies can also send a bulk text message to
medical professionals about shift availability. Right from the text, the professional can accept or decline the job offer.  

Emailing daily, weekly, and monthly shift schedules to both facilities and professionals was also an added feature. Staffing companies can email schedules out via a calendar format
or a list. This gives facilities an overview of who is scheduled to work and also gives the medical professionals a summary of their upcoming shifts.
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c. For the nomination of a product or service, outline the market performance, critical reception, and customer satisfaction with the

product or service to date. State monetary or unit sales figures to date, if possible, and how they compare to expectations or past

performance. Provide links to laudatory product or service reviews. Include some customer testimonials, if applicable. For the

nomination of an implementation, outline the need or problem that was identified, why the solution was chosen, how the solution

was implemented, and the results of your implementation to date (up to 350 words). Required

Market reception has been phenomenal. The Pay Package Calculator stands above similar tools in the industry. Particularly unique is its ability to seamlessly flow to back office for
payroll and billing. No other medical staffing industry Pay Package Calculator has this capability. 

Texting for availability and emailing schedules puts medical staffing companies at the forefront of their field. In addition, schedules are available on a mobile portal. Today, mobility is
of utmost significance. Tools that address this widespread need, like Ultra-Staff EDGE Scheduling, provide a significant efficiency offering. Pricing of the tool is extremely affordable,
making it available to smaller as well as enterprise-level medical staffing firms.  

Mark Hampton with Healthcare Staffing Incorporated notes, “The tool saved us hours of manual work and has completely streamlined our processes. For each job order, we used to
have to manually calculate hours, rates, markup, and expected gross margin all by hand. Not to mention, everything automatically flows to back office for payroll and billing. Ultra-
Staff EDGE automates everything: From automatic calculations to sending out a summary of the package to the medical professional. This has had a significant impact on our
business by not only saving time but helping us staff medical professionals 10x faster, which has been incredibly important during the pandemic.” 

Joel Wheeler with Westways Staffing also notes, “As our company continues to experience substantial growth, the need for a complete Customer Relationship Management and
Scheduling Tool has become increasingly necessary. While there are many systems to choose from that provide Sales/Lead management, Orders/Workforce deployment,
Customer/Relation management, Accounting/Reporting management (amongst other important operational functionalities) we were looking for specific customization for medical
staffing. One such feature is the “pay package calculator” and this feature automates the pay package based off the parameters of each job order and ultimately summarizes it into a
contract template…it’s special! Additionally, in our experience, there needs to be a strong Client/Customer working relationship. Automated Business Designs has continuously
demonstrated their commitment to our pursuit of providing exceptional services. They genuinely listen to our feedback and help facilitate change to better our service demands.”

d. Reference any attachments of supporting materials throughout this nomination and how they provide evidence of the claims you

have made in this nomination (up to 250 words). Optional

The first link is information about the Scheduling Module on our website. The second link is a video that reviews key Scheduling Module features. In this video, we revealed the new
ability to send a text to candidates (medical professionals) from the Scheduling Module. This can be seen at the time stamp of 43:23 in the video. The third link is a Scheduling
Module brochure. 

The first screenshot uploaded is the Pay Package Calculator interface. The second screenshot is the announcement of the release of the Pay Package Calculator in our client
newsletter. The third screenshot is an example of what the interface looks like in Ultra-Staff EDGE when emailing the Pay Package summary to a candidate and also what the Pay
Package summary looks like in the email. 

The fourth screenshot is the Scheduling Module interface with color-coded shift schedules for staffing companies to identify what shifts are open, pending, in progress, upcoming,
and ended. The fifth screenshot shows the new search feature that excludes searching for medical professionals that are already assigned. The sixth screenshot shows what a text
looks like from the Scheduling Module to the medical professional. The seventh screenshot shows how a medical professional can accept or reject a job offer from our Employee
Mobile application.  

Lastly, the eighth screenshot shows what the interface looks like in the Scheduling Module when emailing shift schedules to medical professionals and the ninth screenshot shows
what the shift schedule looks like in an email to a medical professional.
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